Computing
Animation
The children will be using the
iPad’s to create a stop motion
animation. With our topic
focusing on space, the children
will learn to make a stop motion
animation about what it is like in
space! The will write a script,
create a background, record
their animation and edit it!

Topic: The Earth and Beyond!
Year 5
Term: Autumn 2
British Value
Mutual Respect

Geography
Rivers and the water cycle
We will begin by looking at reading maps and
identifying landmarks by reading the key. We will
look at how the water cycle works by creating our
own miniature version. Also, we will look at
different rivers around the world, what happens
in rivers and being able to label different parts of
the river.
English
Information Booklet
Historical Narrative
The first half of this half term we will be
looking at reading and creating information
booklets. We will look at what is included,
what their purpose is and how to make
them exciting and interesting!

Christian Value
Humility

RE
Christmas around the world
Our focus is Christmas this half
term! We will discuss how we
celebrate Christmas and compare this
to how Christians in other countries
celebrate! To finish, we will look at
how other religions celebrate a
special event!

Maths
Multiplication and Division
Perimeter and Area
We will begin by looking at multiples and factors,
moving on to prime, square and cube numbers and
also multiplying and dividing by 10, 100 and 1,000.
We will finish the half term by looking at
perimeter and area, how to measure and
calculate these.

PSHE
Emotional and Relationships
We will be talking about how to
deal with our emotions, how to
empathise with others and
understand that people react
differently in situations.
PE
Wednesday Afternoon –
Healthy Heads
Friday Afternoon – Netball
Art
Digital Media
We will finish our DT from last half term
of structures, the children made a
fantastic start last half term!
We will then move on to Digital Media,
this links in with the children’s computing
lessons. They will learn to edit the
pictures and videos they create to fit
their purpose and audience.

Science
Earth and Space
During this half term we will look at
earth and space. We will look at the
planets in our solar system, the size
and order of these and also the
rotation of the planets and how this
affects us!

